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Abstract 
In 2010 the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Nursultan Nazarbayev, attended the opening ceremony of a new university 
in Astana, the capital city of Kazakhstan. The ambitious enterprise, named Nazarbayev University, enjoyed unprecedented 
privileges, such as complete independence and autonomy from the Ministry of Education and Science in determining its 
academic policies and curriculum, as well as exorbitant state funding in order to bring in the brightest minds of universal 
scholarship, and to partner with some of the most globally-reputed universities such as University College London, University of 
Cambridge, Carnegie Mellon University, University Wisconsin-Madison and others. All with the aim of ultimately creating an 
educational basis and infrastructure for a high-quality international university through adopting Western educational standards, 
and incorporating them with the best practices of Central Asian and ex-Soviet Union educational systems to offer world-class 
education to 20,000 students every year. Will the project idea be able to sustain itself for the years ahead and what are the 
problems in the teaching process and management that the university is experiencing during the first years of its establishment? 
The aim of this paper is to browse through and analyze some of the topical issues.  
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Introduction 
In 2010 the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Nursultan Nazarbayev, attended the opening ceremony of a 
new university in Astana, the capital city of Kazakhstan. The ambitious enterprise, named Nazarbayev University, 
enjoyed unprecedented privileges, such as complete independence and autonomy from the Ministry of Education 
and Science in determining its academic policies and curriculum, as well as exorbitant state funding in order to bring 
in the brightest minds of universal scholarship, and to partner with some of the most globally-reputed universities  
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such as University College London, University of Cambridge, Carnegie Mellon University, University Wisconsin-
Madison and others. All with the aim of ultimately creating an educational basis and infrastructure for a high-quality 
international university through adopting Western educational standards, and incorporating them with the best 
practices of Central Asian and ex-Soviet Union educational systems to offer world-class education to 20,000 
students every year. 
  Kadisha Dairova, the university’s vice president of academic policy, said Parliament’s powerful Lower House, or 
Majilis, has passed the legislation on the university’s autonomy unanimously (Foster, 2010). However, Dairova said, 
the university considers itself a partner of the Ministry of Education and Science, and they are not intent on 
changing this situation once the university obtains its special status. “We learn from them, and they learn from us”. 
She also said one of Nazarbayev University’s missions is to be a catalyst for educational innovation, sharing 
inventive ideas with other educational institutions (Foster, 2010) both in Central Asia and abroad. 
   Central Asia, the definition of which, in modern contexts, generally includes these five republics of the former 
Soviet Union: Kazakhstan (population 16.6 million), Kyrgyzstan (5.5 million), Tajikistan (7.6 million), 
Turkmenistan (5.1 million), and Uzbekistan (29.5 million), is widely considered the “Transition Region” (Hoen, 
2010). The decline of socialist countries after the break-up of former Soviet Union has been extensively 
documented. The literature is abundant with good surveys provided by Fischer and Sahay (2000), Campos and 
Coricelli (2002), and Svejnar (2002). Having declared their independence in 1991 after the break-up of the Soviet 
Union and the collapse of communism, these countries had to overcome many transitional influences such as 
moving from centralized planning to a market economy, impact and pressure of international norms and variations 
in educational reform (Stefes and Wooden, 2009). The integration of the Western and local systems has become an 
essential asset that would ensure future development, stability and smooth transition into the contemporary universal 
markets and political structures. Due to its vast natural resources, Kazakhtsan’s authorities were able to maintain 
reasonable political stability within the country.  And Nazarbayev University seems to be one of the most striking 
examples of presence of opportunity and willingness to utilize the resources of the country with the aim of 
ultimately becoming an integrated, internationally recognized university, offering world-class education and of 
ending the practice of sending the country’s best and brightest abroad to study. As a side note, up to this date, 
Kazakhstan has maintained the practice of the international scholarship program “Bolashak” to send abroad 
thousands of students on undergraduate and graduate educational programs financed by the state budget. Having 
closed the program’s undergraduate branch it is now expected that Nazarbayev University will replace the need to 
send students abroad and will offer high-standard education locally.  
       The only academic teaching language in Nazarbayev University is English, and initially all of its professors will 
be foreigners. “The school is working closely to develop the programs of study with elite foreign universities, 
particularly American ones, including Carnegie Mellon, Duke and Harvard, aiming to derive the best from each 
university and combine them into a uniquely Kazakh mix” (Kuchera, 2010). Needless to say, that in order to attract 
the best foreign scholars the university offers the professors numerous social benefits such as providing 
accommodation, compensation packages and relatively high paying positions, although according to Kazakhstan’s 
regulations, the salaries are taxed at 10%. As said by President Nazarbayev at the opening ceremony of the 
university at the end of June 2010, it is to “become a national brand of Kazakhstan that will combine the advantages 
of the national education system and the best of international research and education practice”. 
Admission examinations by the University College, London reveal interesting patterns of Kazakhstan’s 
secondary education 
        Admission requirements to the University are comprised of three examination tours, two of which are aimed at 
testing the applicants’ English language skills, including the IELTS examination (International English Language 
Testing System). The third tour examination, SET, is the Subject Entrance Test, which examines the students’ 
proficiency in their chosen fields of study and includes subjects such as maths, physics, chemistry, biology and 
critical thinking (all the examinations are taken in English language only). Implementation process of the 
examination tours is the responsibility of the university’s partner – University College London, which is also 
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responsible for the first year of education –the Foundation Year Program, taught by the UCL faculty, and focused on 
improving English-language skills and a general introduction to university study. Interestingly enough, among those 
in the first set of applicants who did not pass the minimum requirements, most failed the critical thinking exam, 
Dairova said (Kuchera, 2010). “Our schools, like many Soviet legacy schools, are very good at teaching sciences, 
but not very good at teaching critical thinking,” she said. University officials are working with the Ministry of 
Education to help orient the country's secondary education to better prepare students, she said. 
        Another interesting pattern that was revealed after consequent years of admission to the university and 
examination processes was the disproportionately large number of school graduates from Kazakh-Turkish Lyceum 
passing the examinations outstandingly successfully, and thus, filling disproportionately high numbers of available 
scholarships. Nazarbayev University students are carefully selected by UCL from the best high school student 
graduates in Kazakhstan, and as mentioned above, one of the central skills required during the examination tours of 
the admission process were concentrated in English language skills. Two of the three tours are English language 
examinations, and the third, Subject Exam, is taken in English language only. This meant that, Kazakh-Turkish 
Lyceums, having a long time ago embraced the methods of teaching science in English language, and having since 
adopted it to teach every single subject in their curriculum had invaluable advantage over their peers form other 
Kazakhstani schools that are generally taught at school either in Russian or Kazakh.  
        It is worthwhile to note, that there are quite a lot of successful educational institutions established in partnership 
with Turkish organizations and currently operating in Kazakhstan. International public fund «KATEV», for 
instance, is present in all of the regions of Kazakhstan and is making its contribution to the development of culture 
and education; it positions itself as “the golden bridge of friendship and understanding between the two countries”. 
International public fund «KATEV» was created in 1997 through an agreement between Kazakhstan and Turkey in 
1992 to coordinate the work of educational institutions from the Turkish side. Under the leadership of the 
«KATEV» Foundation are: 28 Kazakh-Turkish high schools, University of Suleyman Demirel, Economic College in 
the city of Taraz, an elementary school "Shahlan" and an International School "Nur Orda". Today, it is common 
knowledge that to this date the Kazakh-Turkish high schools have earned the trust of the people and praise of the 
governing bodies due to the outstandingly high quality of education provided. Their historical roots relate Kazakh 
and Turkish people. During the Soviet Union and some other periods the relationships were temporarily lost 
between the peoples. After Kazakhstan declared its independence in 1991, Turkey was one of the first states to 
officially recognize its independence, and the relationships have been restored. And the success of the Kazakh-
Turkish Lyceum graduates according to the admissions results to one of the most prestigious Kazakhstani 
enterprises – Nazarbayev University, which, it is hoped, should become the flagship university in Central Asia, is 
only another demonstration of the success of this partnership. 
Problems and Controversies 
        As one might expect of any large-scale enterprise at its start-up, there abide abundant controversies and clashes 
of opinions and visions for the future prospects and present management of the university and its academic policies, 
both among the administration of the university and the faculty members. Thus, as pointed out by Foster (2010), one 
of the major issues of dispute at the outset of the university establishment was whether the first president should be a 
Westerner or a Kazakh. This, according to Foster’s source in the Kazakhstan educational establishment who asked 
not to be identified, is an internationalization issue. “Those who want the university to become a force in 
international education believe it is much less likely if a Kazakh becomes president”, the source said. The following 
abstract form Central Asia Newswire (2010) exemplifies the main “Western versus local” argumentations in the 
debates that take place in the context of the university internationalization among the administration: 
“The reason is that a Kazakh president will have grown up in a Soviet educational system that many Kazakhs – 
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especially the younger generation – consider antiquated and ineffective, the source said. 
International oil companies have long complained, for example, that the Kazakh university graduates they hire lack 
cutting-edge skills in geophysics, petroleum engineering and other disciplines. It takes months of on-the-job training 
to get them to where they should be, the executives say. 
Those inside Nazarbayev University who want a Kazakh president see the issue essentially as a matter of local 
control over a national treasure. 
One measure of local control, no matter who the president is, will be that he or she will report to a board of trustees 
that presumably includes several locals. 
Astana has an example of what happened when a university that was supposed to become an international 
institution failed to hire a Western president, the educational-establishment source said. 
Eurasian National University, which was founded in 1996 with Nazarbayev’s blessing, has never achieved the 
international status many had hoped for, the source said. 
It has become a good Kazakh university, the source said – but that’s all.” 
        Another controversy that arose concerning university policies and visions for its future development was 
mainly concentrated among the faculty members of some of the university schools, and is quite characteristic of 
such new enterprises that are being built from scratch. Despite the fact that the university is legally separated from 
the Ministry of Education with an independent board of trustees and funding, and thus, in theory, it is to enjoy 
academic freedom unlike any other institution in the country, there seem to be disagreements within the faculty 
members regarding the extent to which academic freedom should be practiced by individual professors. Some 
faculty members, for instance, have complained of the lack of academic freedom and democracy in some 
departments which made it difficult for individual professors to use their own approaches toward the objective of 
helping students master learning outcomes and thus succeeding in a course. The specific areas mentioned were the 
cases when some departments at Nazarbayev University, as claimed by some of the professors, were dictating goals 
and objectives, course grading regimens, learning outcomes, course outlines and materials – almost every aspect of 
the teaching process. Moreover, it was claimed, it was very difficult to object to, or question, a curriculum handed 
down from the management. 
       Others have produced counter-arguments, claiming that the definition of academic freedom should be 
approached in terms of how an institution's Faculty Senate and the Administration define it, and deciding to go one's 
own way in an established course that has other courses dependent upon it for foundation knowledge is not 
academic freedom. The criticized “assembly line” approach, in their opinion, is what can guarantee a success of a 
new school; chaos and the likely failure might be the alternative, especially since NU is a new school without an 
established tradition. Thus, it is perceived crucial to abide by centralized planning and coordination. Moreover, this 
controlled process would guarantee that the product (new curriculum) would be rolled out on time with acceptable 
quality. The chaotic process totally relying on the academic freedom would guarantee nothing; faculty turnover 
would aggravate this chaos even more. However, discussions continue as some claim that despite being the least 
risky venue of action, “assembly line” models of teaching at a university will be detrimental to producing the 
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brightest and innovative future leaders. Nevertheless, despite the fact that professors teaching multiple sections of 
the same course should have the same goals and objectives for learning outcomes, it is important that they should 
also be able to use their own course outline, materials, and tailor the teaching process based on their expertise and 
experience.  
       Despite the fact that Nazarbayev University obviously has a lot of hurdles to overcome, ranging from layers of 
bureaucracy to the many controversies of a start-up university, one should face the fact that there are a lot of details 
in any academia, especially at a brand new institution. Nevertheless, for Michael Worton, UCL's vice provost, “the 
vision of being involved as a partner with the Kazakh government to create the Nazarbayev University, which has a 
vision ultimately to become an international and world-class university, is a most exciting challenge” and as 
Boulding, deputy dean, said “what's interesting about Nazarbayev University is the scale and scope of what they are 
trying to do, it is an incredibly ambitious and brilliant approach to how to start a university”. 
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